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Abstract 
High energy and particle physics has considerable acquired knowledge, expertise and resources that can, when 
transferred in a realistic way, significantly impact the practice of medical imaging for diagnosis and therapy. 
This overview introductory talk “from basic science to the clinical reality” intends to show how successful 
technology transfer between fundamental research in particle physics and medical imaging can be achieved using 
some specific examples. Using as input, the recent advance of  HEP state of the art techniques and tools in detectors 
developments such as solid state and gaseous detectors, calorimeters, photodetectors, read-out electronics and 
simulations, some direct applications in medical and molecular imaging will be presented like Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET) and  particle therapy. 
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1. Introduction 
The goal of this paper is to present a flavor of valorization of Particle Physics: can we use tools, 
techniques and state of the art technologies developed for HEP experiments in others fields. Only 
applications in the biomedical area will be presented in this paper. It will be illustrated using successful 
examples in the most challenging and innovative biomedical field for diagnostic and treatment of cancer. 
Particularly the past, present and future of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) for advanced imaging 
and the innovative way of particle therapy for tumor cancer treatment. Other fields of applications like X 
rays, homeland security and safety, and instrumentation for nuclear power devices are not presented in 
this paper, but can be found elsewhere [1]. 
2. Positron Emission tomography imaging (PET) 
2.1. About PET 
     PET is one of the imaging modality that is sensitive to the metabolism of cells. It is complementary to 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR/MRI) and very often associated with X ray Computed Tomography 
(CT) more sensitive to the anatomy of the organ.  PET is a functional imaging using molecular tracers 
with doped beta emitters. The most common one is the fluoro-deoxy-glucose 
18
F. The annihilation of an 
emitted positron with an electron of the body produces two photons of 511 Kev back to back that sign the 
degree of activity of a organ hungry of glucose and might sign an abnormal metabolism like cancer 
tumor. A photon detector placed around the body detects and analyze the two gammas coincidences. 
2.2. Evolution of PET and basic limitation 
     PET principle was demonstrated in the 1970’s for the first time by CERN physicists David Townsend 
and Alan Jeavons [2] by imaging the first mouse using 
18
F. Clinical PET devices are nowadays widely 
used in Nuclear Medicine to diagnose cancer and monitor its treatment and recovery. In complement, 
animal PET are smaller imaging devices that are used intensively for biomedical research such as drug in 
radiopharmaceuticals, tracer and gene studies.  Current PET technologies are constrained by several 
crucial limits in their capabilities. For example, the best human PET systems currently available offer a 
spatial resolution around 4 mm, and the best animal PET systems have resolutions of about 1 mm. The 
system sensitivity, defined as the ratio of detected coincidence events to all annihilation events, for the 
most advanced PET systems in existence ranges from only 2-5% (human PET) to 6-10% (animal PET).  
These limitations in spatial resolution and system sensitivity pose many restrictions on what types of PET 
studies we can perform today, both in medical diagnosis and therapy and in biomedical research and 
development. It is essential to find innovations in order to bring PET beyond these barriers.  It is also 
highly desirable that these novel technologies be relatively low-cost and user friendly. 
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2.3. From HEP to medical imaging - Survey of common areas  
     Basic science instrumentation like High Energy Physics is developing state of the art techniques and 
tools, which can be transferred very efficiently in biomedical imaging field. For example: 
• New scintillating crystals and photon detection materials. (The Crystal Clear Collaboration: from the 
L3 BGO and CMS PBO4 to the LuAp). Some novel alternatives like Liquid Xenon and MG-RPC’s are 
under investigation [3,4,5].  
• Highly compact, high gain, high quantum efficiency and stable light transducers: Photomultiplier tubes 
(PMT), Micro Channel Plates (MCP) and solid state devices from Avalanche Photo Diode (APD) to 
the new Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM).  
• Highly integrated fast, low noise and low power electronics. 
• Dead timeless signal treatment and digital pipelined processing architecture.  
• Real Time event selection (trigger) and collection (data acquisition) with high level of parallelism and 
event filtering, terabit network for communication and processing like xTCA [6]. 
• Modern computing and modular simulation software using worldwide recognized standards like 
GEANT4. Full simulation is part of the HEP tool-kit, and the HEP physicists use it all the time. The 
Medical Imaging community is now also advanced in simulation, having developed a dedicated 
interface to GEANT4, performing detailed modeling of the full read out chain from the photodetector 
to the first digital buffer [7].  
• General design with a compact integration of large number of channels and cost optimization. 
2.4. HEP calorimeter versus PET 
     The most typical example with a lot of similarities and few differences between the two fields is 
certainly the Positron Emission Tomography camera (PET), which looks like a standard HEP calorimeter. 
Similarities are: the geometry and granularity, the photon detector is made of crystal and scintillators, the 
transducers are PMT, but also APD’s, read-out by compact and fast electronics (40 MHz) and the data 
volume produced is of the order of Gbit/sec. The few differences are the energy range (511 Kev), free 
running electronics, multiple vertices and low event rate of 10KHz. 
 
Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture of a Real Time TOF PET  
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2.5. Promising technologies that can make a breakthrough 
      The recent development and performances of solid-state photodetectors based on avalanche 
photodiodes arrays (SiPM/MPPC/DSiPM) [8] is becoming a very attractive solution to replace 
definitively the standard multianode photomultiplier (MAPMT). Its performances are constantly 
improving (compactness, gain, quantum efficiency, use of low voltage, stability and cost) even if the 
intrinsic noise of few KHz might be a potential limit in some applications. In parallel, the development of 
large areas thin Micro Channel Plate MCPPMT [9] associated with an integrated electronics is also a 
promising technology for future very large PET camera taking into account its high gain, fast response 
and potential low cost. 
Another very promising innovative concept under investigation would be to use a free running analogue 
waveform sampling based on Switch Capacitor Arrays (SCA) followed by an analog to digital conversion 
(ADC), and a a Digital Filter Processing (FPGA) to extract and store simultaneously the position, the 
pulse amplitude and high resolution timing. An example of a full conceptual architecture implementation 
of such electronics is presented in Fig.1. 
 
 
2.6. Some dedicated PET recent examples and developments 
     New technologies are first used in prototypes developed by close collaboration between experimental 
physicists for specific bio medial application. The list below is non exhaustive but just there to give some 
known successful examples. 
• MicroPET camera for animals. These small devices of about 20 cm diameter and few centimeters 
Field Of View (thickness) are mainly used in radiochemistry and tracer development. They have 
typically few thousand of read out channels. This is today the main platform for demonstration of new 
technologies and development of prototypes with solid state photo detectors from APD’s to SiPMT 
[10,11,12].   
• Dedicated clinical PET with lower cost and higher performance are recently prototyped like the 
Prostate PET [13] and the Breast PET Imaging Scanner [14]. This latest devices made of 6144 
LYSO:Ce crystals double read out by APD’s  for Depth Of Interaction measurement to minimize the 
parallax effect would be able to detect breast tumor of 1 mm size. 
• Recently, high resolution PET imaging probes based on a non-conventional PET configuration are 
prototyped. Their main use will be for biopsy guidance and surgical imaging with radio-guided surgery 
procedures in breast, melanoma, head and neck, pulmonary, pancreas and prostate cancer cases. It 
consists of two asymmetric heads:  one pad outside the body in contact with the Region Of Interest 
(ROI) to be explored and the other one as a miniaturized endoscope head inside the body. The main 
advantage is to remove the high background from other organs (heart, bladders..)  but its variable 
geometry remains a challenge for the reconstruction. Two important developments are underway: the 
‘Novel multimodal for simultaneous PET/Ultrasound imaging’ for image guided interventions 
TOFPET/US [15] and the ‘SiPM hand held PET probe’ [16]. 
2.7. A successful transfer – the Time Of Flight (TOF) technique 
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     Accurate Time-Of-Flight measurements of the two coincidence photons in PET camera would 
qualitatively improve the spatial resolution and make the image reconstruction convergence with less 
iteration. For example, a very challenging goal of 30-50 psec resolution would limit each coincidence 
event to a space point with a resolution of 5-7,5 mm, rather than having a complete uncertainty along the 
line of response.  It would also reduce substantially image noise like the effects of scattering and random 
coincidences. Lastly, HEP-style pipeline electronics would allow data-selection and reconstruction in 
close to true real-time. As a result, the image processing and reconstruction method allows full utilization 
of the imaging space between detector pairs without sacrificing the image quality.  
Current medical commercial PET camera and electronic technologies have demonstrated TOF 
measurements at the level of 350-500 picoseconds at best [17]. TOF-PET provides a huge performance 
increase like a better image, shorter scan and smaller radiation dose to patients. One of the largest 
improvement is for large patients by impairing the image quality. For an equivalent data signal to noise 
ratio, a 120 kg person would have to be scanned 2.3 times longer than a 60 kg person. Although these 
advances have provided significant improvements in PET image quality, this line of TOFPET design 
concepts has been following the “conventional” approaches of utilizing existing detector and electronics 
technologies. With the potential availability of picoseconds TOF measurements from the developing new 
HEP technologies, coupled with use of new LaBr3 crystals, performance could be improved a lot. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Photon rate estimate in function of the PET Field Of View  
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Finally, the fast sampling electronics make possible a TOF PET system with digital signal readout. The 
waveform signal analysis with a few ten of picoseconds resolution a new step of TOF-PET camera 
designs can become possible with a challenging  goal of 50-100 picoseconds resolution [18].  
2.8. Multimodality PET-MRI 
 
     Merging the PET with another modality like MRI is very attractive since the combination of both 
allow to cover the full spectrum image from the anatomy and physiology of the organ including soft 
tissue to the metabolism of cells. The standard ‘old’ approach is to use two adjacent ‘tandem’ devices 
with existing technologies. The PET design is not limited by geometrical constraints and the interferences 
with the magnetic MRI are minimized. But this sequential exam is not simultaneous and requires an 
heavy software for images fusion. An innovative ‘integrated’ approach based on recent technologies like 
solid state compact and a magnetic sensor like SiPM allows simultaneous image acquisition, shorter 
acquisition time but have some geometrical constraints and system interference [19]. 
2.9. The physician dream –the challenge of  the minute whole body PET 
     Present PET cameras have an axial acceptance (Field Of View) of typically 20 cm and a ‘whole body’ 
exam consist to scan the full length of the patient in 5 steps (beds) of few minutes each. A great step 
would be to build a real ‘whole body’ machine  with a FOV of at least 80 cm in order to perform an exam 
in only one position. Figure 2 shows a rough estimation of the evolution and the gain we can get by 
increasing the acceptance. Data extracted from Ref [20]. 
The advantage would be to get the exam done in less than 1 minute, allowing a better comfort for the 
patient with less movement correction and the possibility to decrease the tracer dose. These features 
might eventually open in the future some screening property for a certain part of the population lik we 
have today for X Ray exams. This dreaming ‘minute PET’ has the basic technical features of a large HEP  
LHC like calorimeter with ~ 300 k channels  (2x2 mm2 pixels), high trigger rate  ~ 10 MHz  (for 10 mCi 
initial dose , 20% sensitivity), high data rate ~ 10 Gbyte/s (1 kB event size), large number of recorded 
events  ~ 10
9
 events (106 voxels, 1000 events/voxel), large data volume per image ~ 1000 Gbytes (list 
mode), real time analysis , simultaneous merging of multimodality data (CT- MRI) [21]. 
3. Particle therapy 
3.1. From radiotherapy to hadrontherapy 
     Radiation therapy is one of the cornerstones of modern cancer treatment. With increasing tendency 
more than 50 % of tumor patients are irradiated, either as the exclusive form of treatment or in 
combination with other modalities, like surgery or chemotherapy. The central challenge of radiotherapy is 
to destroy the tumor completely, while saving the surrounding healthy tissue. In some delicate therapeutic 
cases, e.g. for compact, deep-seated, radio resistant tumors growing in close vicinity to organs at risk, 
these objectives cannot be reached by the state of the art radiotherapy technology which rests upon hard 
photon or electron beams delivered by compact electron linear accelerators. Therefore, proton and light 
ion (e.g.carbon) beams become more and more important due to their favorable physical and 
radiobiological properties [22]. In 2006, there were about 25 facilities around the world treating patients 
with proton beams. By the start of 2011, there were 38 operating particle therapy facilities, 32 offering 
proton therapy and the remainder treating with carbon ions. Importantly, 24 more sites are currently in a 
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planning stage or under construction. The number of patients treated with protons has come close to 
doubling over this time, with more than 74,000 patients treated to date. The growing number of facilities 
in operation, the last five years have seen the development of new accelerator systems, advances in beam 
delivery and dose monitoring techniques, and increased clinical applications. The most significant recent 
advance in proton therapy has been the implementation of scanning techniques, in which a narrow proton 
beam is scanned throughout the target volume. This ability to "paint" the dose has opened up the 
possibility of performing intensity-modulated proton therapy [23]. 
3.2. What are the critical issues 
     The patient tumor is not a ‘simple target’ but a human person and a complex procedure attached to the 
‘treatment planning’ is organized with a strong control quality environment. How to be sure that the dose 
is delivered at the right place (tumor)?. What about moving and displaced organ during and along the full 
treatment phases? What is the dose deposited?. These questions are fundamental for the development of 
this technique. Today, there is a limited real time control for dosimetry measurement for example. So, 
there is a need for increased implementation of imaging techniques to monitor patients during treatment 
and ensure that the finely tuned Bragg peak is delivered in the right place . 
3.3. Particle imaging for treatment planning and dosimetry 
     Hadron therapy requires an accurate dose deposition (total amount and location). As a consequence, 
real time monitoring is crucial for the success of the treatment. Therefore, there are investigations of real 
time imaging systems able to provide information about the deposed dose fast enough to allow stopping 
the therapy in case of a discordance with the treatment plan like combined Compton scattering telescope 
and PET camera capable of imaging gamma rays up to 50 MeV and 511 Kev pairs during beam delivery 
with an heavy background environment. The camera would be able to measure the complete spectrum of 
emitted gamma rays during the therapy [24,25]. 
3.4. The ultimate dream – the proton radiography 
Proton computed tomography (pCT) has the potential to improve the accuracy of dose calculations for 
proton treatment planning, and will also be useful for pretreatment verification of patient positioning 
relative to the proton beam. A design study was performed to define the optimal approach to a pCT 
system based on specifications for applications in proton therapy [26]. Conceptual and detailed design of 
a pCT system consists of a silicon-based particle tracking system and a crystal calorimeter to measure 
energy loss of individual protons. The formation of pCT images based on the reconstruction of volume 
electron density maps and the suitability of analytic and statistical algorithms for image reconstruction 
imaging with protons, rather than photons as part of the treatment planning process could prove 
beneficial. Another innovative possible future development could be online imaging during proton beam 
delivery, enabling real-time adjustment of treatment. 
4.  Summary and conclusions 
     HEP  has considerable acquired knowledge, expertise and resources that can, when transferred 
properly, significantly impact the practice of medical imaging and therapy. A lot of exciting ideas and 
developments that should attract young ‘experimentalists’. This activity needs to be ‘promoted’ actively  
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outside our community for the benefit of us in these hard time ! HEP is not only hunting the Higgs. Some  
experience about technology transfer 
• It is not simple and  needs a very ‘open mined’ view. 
• Understanding the problems between collaborative partners  is essential : medical doctors need to be 
educated about new technologies, physicists are sometime arrogant by thinking that they have already 
the final solution and forgot the reality of the medical clinical world and for industrial and commercial 
companies, this is always a money business at the end. 
• Successful technology transfer can result as an extension of established applications and an 
improvement of current performance levels and finally a more beneficial cost/benefic ratio. 
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